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CELEBRATING THE CHANGEMAKERS!

(What’s The News?)
Nat’l News Briefs

HABARI GANI is a Swahili term meaning “What
is the news?” It is used when greeting others during Kwanzaa and year-round to greet a friend or
relative.

Hussle

Fox News Host Laura
Ingraham accused of mocking
late rapper Nipsey Hussle,
petition calls for her termination

Fox news correspondent Laura Ingraham is facing
lots of heat for making comments about Nipsey Hussle.
She is accused of laughing and mocking the late
rapper while reporting on the thousands of people who
celebrated his life last week. She also identified the incorrect rapper while reporting. A petition on
Change.org is demanding that she be removed from
FOX News and all news networks. It reads (in excerpts):
“The anchor/host of FOX News Laura Ingraham has a
history of racial, disrespectful comments towards minorities
and has yet to receive any disciplinary actions. Her comments following the late great Hip-Hop artist Nipsey Hussle
passing and African Americans were disrespectful and
falsely reported...This is unacceptable and she needs to be
disciplined like any other professional would for her actions
like.. (ie; CEO of Papa John’s, H&M CEO, Louis Vuitton
etc..)”
As of now, it’s received 181 signatures, and the
number continues to grow.
—Source:TheJasmineBrand.com

Criticism of Pete Buttigieg by
Blacks in South Bend surfaces
as he begins his 2020 run

Gov. Tony Evers address
the gathering.

History in
the making!

“No further comment at this
time.”
So read part of a statement by Milwaukee Public Schools regarding
the federal charges against former
MPS Board member and president
Michael Bonds for his role in a
bribery scheme that also involved
two executives of Universal Companies, a non-profit education and
real estate organization.

Noting it had been made aware of the federal
charges against Bonds, the district declined further
comment citing the matter was still an “ongoing
federal investigation.”
According to Bonds lawyer, the former school
board director will plead guilty of bribery and conspiracy charges.
Universal Companies is a 25-year-old Philadelphia-based entity founded by legendary Philadelphia music producer Kenny Gamble.
Gamble, who gained fame with partner Leon
Huff in the 1970s for
developing the distinctive “Sound of
Philadelphia,” was
not implicated in the
filing and has not
been accused of
wrongdoing.
One of Universal’s
top executives, former Universal CEO
Rahim Islam, oversaw two charter Bonds
schools in Milwaukee: the former Green Bay Avenue School and former Webster Middle School.
Both school buildings had been vacant before Universal got MPS board approval to open independently-operated schools in the facilities.
A third school was added later, the former Lee
School.
While in the city, Islam was active in the Black
community. Not only was he running two schools,
he was also a contributing columnist for a time at
the Milwaukee Community Journal. He also had
a radio talk show on WNOV 860AM.
According to Philadelphia news reports, Islam
is one of the main figures in the bribery scheme.
The other Universal official allegedly involved
is Shahied Dawan, who was reportedly relieved of
his CFO and acting CEO position by Universal a
few days after the news of the charges against
Bonds broke.
In an interview, outgoing school board director
Wendell Harris said it was unfortunate to see his
former colleague in the situation he’s in, recalling
Bonds’ contributions to education in the district’s
schools.
(continued on page 2)

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

“What is your prediction for the
Milwaukee Bucks in the NBA playoffs?”

THE COMMUNITY

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez says she’s quit
using Facebook and cut down on her use of social
media in general, citing the adverse psychological
results overuse of the social
media site can have on users.
During an interview with the
Yahoo News podcast “Skullduggery,” the freshman New
York lawmaker admitted Facebook popularity was crucial to
her election win, it doesn’t
Ocasio-Cortez
diminsh the fact too much social media interaction can have negative effects.
Ocasio-Cortez has almost four million followers on
Twitter. Her official page is still active on the platform, and attracting support and financing for her
Green New Deal.—Source:thegrio.com

WTMJ 4 news anchor/reporter
Shannon Sims grooves to the
music provided by DJ Shawna.

Milwaukee community
based organizations, small
businesses, and major corporations came together at
Potawatomi Hotel and
Casino for the MANDI (Milwaukee Awards for Neighborhood Development &
Innovation) awards. This
year the theme was celebrating the changemakers
who make life and living
easier and better for various neighborhoods taking
on social challenges such
as housing, food, education, culture and recreation, as well as safety.
Gov. Tony Evers (shown at
immediate far left) congratulated the winners and
runners-up who contribute
time, energy and financial
wherewithal to “make that
change.” The event is
sponsored by LISC Milwaukee and US Bank.
—Photo by Kim Robinson

Wanda Montgomery was sworn in
Wednesday as the first African
American and African American
woman to be elected Brown Deer
Village President by Judge Maxine Waters, the chief judge of Milwaukee County Circuit Court. The
swearing in ceremony took place
at the Village Hall. Montgomery is
the second African American and
African American woman to be
elected to a chief executive position in the entire state. The first
was Francis Huntley-Cooper, who
was elected mayor of Pittsburgh,
Wisconsin. Huntley-Cooper remains the only elected Black and
Black female mayor in the state’s
history.—Photo by Yvonne Kemp

Photos and question by Yvonne Kemp

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez ‘quits’
Facebook because it ‘poses
public health risk’

As members of her staff looks on, Donsia Strong Hill, executive director
of LISC Milwaukee offers her remarks about the event.

PULSE OF

A secret recording of South Bend, Ind., police making racist comments could become a focal point in a
bid by Mayor Pete Buttigieg to win the Democratic
nomination for next year’s White House race.
The police department’s former communications director discovered the remarks,
as well as further conversations
that referenced a criminal conspiracy, and she brought the
recording to the attention of former Police Chief Darryl Boykins,
who is Black.
But the chief and communications director were punished
after the mayor’s office said the Buttigieg
recordings violated laws that require one party to consent when recordings are made,
according to NBC.
After Boykins, now a captain, was demoted, he
sued the city in 2012; alleging the wiretapping scandal
was used as an excuse to get rid of him. South Bend’s
Black community roundly criticized the Buttigieg administration for the demotion and Black pastors have
said they want the tapes made public, NBC News reported. The Common Council said there was “implied
consent” among the police officers because it was
common knowledge that the police department
records telephone calls, NBC News reported.
—Source:thegrio.com

Bonds to
plead guilty
for role in
bribery
scheme

N E W S P A P E R

Compiled by MCJ Editorial staff

All the winners of the MANDI on stage at Potawatomi Hotel & Casino.
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“I expect
them (the
Bucks) to be
in the Finals
and they can FLOYD
win it all. MONTGOMERY
The only negative is their
playoff experience.”

“To think
after 48
years it’s our
time. I agree
with Kareem WANDA
(Milwaukee MONTGOMERY
Bucks and NBA great Kareem Abdul Jabbar).”

“They will go
all the way. Giannis’ leadership is gonna
take Milwaukee all the
ADRIAN
way. They
RIMMER
have good
chemistry; it’s our year; and they
have a great defense, followed by
a great coach.”

“My prediction is the
Bucks will go
all the way.
The players
DERECK
are young
GRAY
and hungry.
The Bucks haven’t won a championship game since 1972.”

Bonds to plead guilty for role in bribery scheme;
former head of local charter schools also involved
The Milwaukee Community Journal April 17, 2019 Page 2

Rahim Islam, (above left), was one of two top executives
at the charter school and real estate development nonprofit
run by famed music producer Kenny Gamble (right), to be
implicated in a federal bribery probe on Thursday.
—Philadelphia Inquirer photo

(continued from front page)
“Dr. Bonds has done so much for
children and education in Milwaukee—in public schools and on the
university level (Bonds was an instructor at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee). It’s unfortunate he
finds himself in a situation such as
this.”
Harris, who lost his reelection bid
for the board in the April 2 elections,
said he has no idea what led Bonds
to do what he did. But Harris
stressed, it shouldn’t overshadow his
efforts to improve the quality of education for Milwaukee school children.
“He cared deeply about the children and education in the city, state,
and nation. (Dr. Bonds) has a long
history of fighting for children. My
prayers go out to his family.”
According to news reports, the two
former Universal officers allegedly

paid kickbacks (to Bonds) to secure
benefits for their charter school operations in Milwaukee, which was
abandoned by Islam and Universal in
2017 in the middle of the school year.
Court documents indicate Bonds
received payments shortly after supporting favorable measures for Universal- totaling at least $6,000. He's
accused of ignoring financial issues
in support of the company.
Bonds reportedly disguised the
bribes with a fake company and created fake invoices and records.
Bonds faces up to 10 years in
prison if convicted and up to
$518,000 in fines.
After backing out of its Milwaukee
schools, Universal Academy was
supposed to pay the district back
about $1 million. Despite months of
asking, the district reportedly hasn’t
received any payments from the
company.

“Green-Ribbon” Status of
Lindsay Neighborhood
Grows with New Green
Infrastructure, Solar
Installations and Eco Tour
Designation
Partners and Residents Celebrate
with a Community Ribbon Cutting

Walnut Way Conservation Corp., a neighborhood-based nonprofit known for its innovative work in economic and environmental health and wellness, and the City of Milwaukee's
Environmental Collaboration Office, hosted a ribbon cutting
Thursday, April 18, to celebrate the completion of multiple
green infrastructure and clean energy projects in the Lindsay
Heights Neighborhood.

The ceremony was held at the Fondy Farmers Market, 2200 W. Fond
du Lac Ave.
The projects were the result, in part, of a highly competitive national
initiative to support community-based climate resilience by the Institute
for Sustainable Communities based in Vermont. Projects included solar
installations and water capture and retention systems throughout the
neighborhood, as well as, the City of Milwaukee’s first “Eco-Tour” neighborhood designation.
Partners include: City of Milwaukee Environmental Collaboration Office, Alice’s Garden/The Table, Arch Electric, Blue Skies Landscaping,
Fondy Food Center, the Fund for Lake Michigan, Greater Galilee Baptist
Church, GZA Engineering, Mindful Staffing Solutions, ReFlo, Milwaukee
JobsWork, Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District, MorganDezine,
Rivet LLC, Rozga Plumbing & Heating Corp., Social Development Commission, Renew Wisconsin/Solar for Good, and the Wally Schmidt Redevelopment.
Walnut Way and the Lindsay Heights neighborhood lead green innovation in the City of Milwaukee. The advancing challenges of frequent
flooding from rainfalls make work very significant, especially in historically underinvested communities like Lindsay Heights.

NOT FOR SALE:

The War on Sex
Trafficking Tween &
Teens in Milwaukee Pt 1

It’s almost like the time period when
slaves were being sold to the white man.
In some situations, it was our own people
who sold too. Two legs, two arms, a brain
and a heart, yet they were still looked at
as “property.”

It was nothing to slap a price
onto every bit of their existence. Degrade them and make
them feel like they are nothing.
As awful as this sounds and

as much as our people had to
experience such turmoil, the
storm of selling out, only seems
like it has briefly died down.
The storm has returned, and it

is much more aggressive than
before, because this time young
teen girls are the expense.
You see in movies, young
girls who are vulnerable and
sometimes unaware.
Usually their knight in shining armor comes to rescue
them, right from the very street
they walk. These predators disguise their true intentions with
showers of basic necessities.
That can be anything from,
transportation, a roof over their
heads, food, sweet compliments, even money to get their
hair and nails done with. The
whole time they are preying
and planning the perfect way to
abduct and abuse.
Milwaukee has a reputation
for this kind of underrepre-
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sented behavior. According to that a complete stranger can our job to communicate with
WUWM 89.7, in an interview brainwash them, force them to them and keep their heads on
with Assistant Milwaukee obey, all while allowing them straight.
This is the age where tweens
County District Attorney Erin to be the reason they are getting
begin to feel pressure from
Karshen, we can learn that money?
This is not only inhuman, but family, and the first thing they
there are several reasons sex
trafficking is worse in Milwau- it is despicable and should not want to do is move out and find
be tolerated or silenced. Even their way around this dog-eatkee than in any other state.
One is because of the ex- the most protective parents dog world. Sometimes traffickpressways and easy access to have to be careful to pay atten- ing cases aren’t from teens
places like Chicago, Min- tion of who their child comes leaving the nest.
Sometimes these little girls
nesota, North Dakota, and Wis- into contact with. Authorities
consin Dells. There are also a even say that spotting a traf- are abducted and held against
lot of conventions and sporting ficker can be tricky because their will. Regardless of the cirevents in Milwaukee where these people look like legit cumstances that surround the
trafficking surges. These num- businessmen and that’s exactly events of a sex trafficking case,
bers are increasing and they are what this is to the traffickers. always educate and encourage.
It is our job to protect our
usually higher in young girls This is a business.
So as guides, parents, men- young black queens.
who are younger than 19.
Paishance Welch
Can you imagine your daugh- tors, teachers and just as a comTweens, Teens & Young
ter, or your neighbors daughter munity in general, it is our job
becoming so lost in this world, to protect our young girls. It is Adults

ONE

RELIGION
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EASTER
SUNDAY

SERVICES

EASTER

THOUGHTS

The Easter story is a mixed bag. On one hand there is the magnificence of
Christ’s birth and life-purpose being made real. And, the prophesy of His
death that makes possible our salvation, a reality. Jesus had been prophesied
as the long-awaited Savior, from the beginning.
John13:21-33, 36-38, says: “ Reclining at table with his disciples, Jesus
was deeply troubled and testified, “Amen amen, I say to you, one of you will
betray me.” The disciples looked at one another at a loss as to whom he
meant. One of his disciples, this one whom Jesus loved, was reclining at
Jesus’ side. So Simon Peter nodded to him to find out whom he meant. He
leaned back against Jesus’ chest and said to him , “Master who is it”? Jesus
answered: “ It is the one to whom I hand the morsel after I have dipped it.”
So He dipped the morsel and took it and handed it to Judas, son of Simon the
Iscariot. Judas took the morsel and left at once.
When he had left Jesus said, “Now is the Son of Man glorified and God is
glorified in him.”
Jesus, while man in flesh, knew the obedience demanded until his death.
He said: “My children I shall only be with you a little longer. You will look
for me and as I told the Jews, Where I go, you cannot come.”
Simon Peter asked, “Master where are you going? And Jesus again exclaimed, “Where I am going, you cannot go now, but one day you shall follow.” Simon Peter loved Jesus and quickly attempted to assure Jesus...”I will
lie down my life for you.” Jesus said, “Will YOU lie down your life for me?
Amen, amen, I say to you, the cock will not crow before you deny me THREE
times”.
And of course, we know the end of that story. Judas returned, kissed Jesus
on the cheek, and Jesus was captured, then taken to be judged by Pontus Pilate. And, yes, Simon Peter denied Jesus, three times, true to Scripture.
Judas, a traitor? Simon Peter, who denied him? We, like both, sin. We
fall short, and we hope for forgiveness, especially in this Holy season. Indeed,
we look forward to Jesus’ Resurrection, His forgiveness and the joy of Salvation, promised now over two thousand years ago. In this Easter Season of
reflection, confession, let us look into the mirror for where we need shoring
up, where we seek cleaning up, through the power of Baptism, where we proclaim the wonder of His Body and His Blood, through Holy Communion.
Let us proclaim Him King of Kings. Lord of Lord and Savior forever,
Amen. Happy Easter.—Patrcia O’Flynn Pattillo

Services to
be held April
20 for Edna
Hooker

Edna Hooker

Funeral services will be held Saturday, April 20, for Edna hooker,
the mother of Bernell Hooker, the
founder and CEO of Images of Us
(IOU) Sports.
Services will be at Christ Presbyterian Church, 1930 W. Walnut St.
Mrs. Hooker passed away in her
sleep April 7. She had been suffering from Dementia for some time.
The family is relieved that her passing was peaceful.
Visitation will be from 10-11
a.m., followed by the funeral service. Mrs. Hooker will be laid to rest
next to her beloved husband, A.C.
Hooker at Wisconsin Memorial
Park 13235 W. Capitol Dr., Brookfield, WI 53005, following the burial, the repast will also be at
Wisconsin Memorial Park’s family
center.
The family suggests memoial
contributions be sent to IOU Sports,
11414 W. Park Place, Suite 202,
Milwaukee, WI 53224.

ALL SAINTS CATHOLIC
CHURCH
4051 N. 25th Street,
Holy Thursday, April 18-7 p.m.
Good Friday April 19-7 p.m.
Easter Vigil, Saturday April 20
8 p.m., Easter Sunday Traditional Service-8 a.m., 10:30
a.m. w/ Gospel Choir
EPHESIANS MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH, 510 W.

Meinecke Avenue,
Easter Sunday Service-11 a.m.

MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
CHURCH
418 W. Christine Lane,
Easter Sunday Service-11 a.m.

ST. MARK AFRICAN
METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1616 W. Atkinson Avenue
Easter Sunday Services

Sunrise Service-6 a.m.
Resurrection Service-10 a.m.

ST. MATTHEW CHRISTIAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
2944 N. 9th St.
Resurrection Sunday/
Easter Program-9 a.m.
Communion Service-9:30 a.m.

PERSPECTIVES

MCJ EDITORIAL
Patricia O’Flynn Pattillo, MCJ Publisher

Community health entities,
city health department and
Children’s Hospital must
work together to improve
health outcomes of infants

Black Health Coalition of Wisconsin (BHCW) has
been a respected entity for identifying relevant issues
that disproportionally affect the state of health in the
Black community for years. And, Milwaukee Health
Services, Inc. (MHSI) continues to be a premiere
health service agency whose impact in improving
outcomes to the underserved is well documented. Dr.
Tito Izard, president and CEO of MHSI, must continue to seek the necessary dollars to do that.
City of Milwaukee Department of Health Commissioner Jeanette Kowalik, a native Milwaukeean,
now guides the department with professional breadth
and tenured successes!
Kowalik exudes the passion of a native, coupled
with expertise in securing grants as well as networking broadly with national colleagues throughout the
country. She is a respected thought-leader internationally who can open new opportunities; which she
desires to do!
Milwaukee is on the precipice of the National
Democratic Convention; the disparity issues about
which the Milwaukee Community Journal has editorialized for years can be the foundation for pre-convention discussions and local party preparations and
platforms.
Healthcare will remain a major party initiative in
2020, early predictions forecast. And, one grant
should not dissolution and inability to work for more
opportunities make.
We support the commissioner in ensuring that the
grant was awarded. Children’s Hospital must meet
federal guidelines, and we shall be reviewing how
the funds come down to the community. They are
predicated on data weighted from our community.
We applaud MHSI for the role they can and must
play in bringing the dollars from downtown directly
into the community. We are confident BHCW will
masterfully engage residents, the grassroots, where
the need touches our babies, mothers, and fathers.
The Milwaukee Community Journal has worked
with all four. We know their value from the standpoint of patients, partners and collaborative advocates committed to building a better Milwaukee.
Each has a role to play, as we must. Our babies
matter!
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Quote of the week

SIGNIFYIN’

“Notre Dame is our history, our literature, our imagination … the place of all
our great events, our wars, our liberations, the epicenter of our lives.”

A Museum of White Supremacy?
—French President Emmanuel Macron (Photo of burned interior of the cathedral. The
cross seems to have been untouched by the flames and heat!)

The only known survivor of a
racially motivated lynching
once told me of the discovery
that sparked his interest in creating America’s Black Holocaust Museum.

Historian James Cameron, founder of the museum and a former columnist for the Black newspaper I once edited (the one you’re holding), revealed how a friend made a startling discovery upon moving into a duplex
near Hopkins and Villard Street.
In the attic, the brother found an old trunk which contained Klu Klux
Klan clothing and other racist memorabilia.
Knowing of Cameron’s interest in the KKK and its historic role in the
lynching of thousands of Black men, women and children (some for the
“unforgiveable sin” of looking a white person in the eyes or not saying
“yes sir” or “yassah boss” loud enough) the brother donated the clothing
to Cameron for use as he saw fit.
Cameron was well aware of the rules of American racism and apartheid
having grown up in an area of Indiana where Klan dominance was an accepted reality.
In his book, “A Time of Terror,” Cameron recounted how he and two
older friends were accused of raping a white woman in 1930. They were
rounded up and jailed without benefit of the legal safeguards we take for
granted today.
But before they had their day in court, they were broken out of jail by
an angry mob hell-bent on lynching them.
While his colleagues did suffer that fate--to the cheers of “law-abiding
Christians” including women and smiling children---Cameron was spared
after an appeal by one truly righteous citizen who stood in opposition to
the racist culture of the township.
Many years later, Cameron decided to make it his life mission to collect
artifacts to document his and similar atrocities that defined the “home of
the freaks and land of the Milwaukee Braves.”
Cameron would add the KKK outfit to artifacts he collected for his first
exhibit at America’s Black Holocaust Museum, which was created for the
dual purpose of introducing people to the horrors inflected on African
Americans in this country by White Supremacists, the U.S. government
and so-called Christian leaders, and sparking a dialogue about race relations that would lead to racial reconciliation, if not harmony.
The exhibits included artifacts dating back to our ancestors’ capture and
transport from the shores of the Motherland, to school books that distort
U.S. history and God’s words to sustain White Supremacy.
The museum attracted thousands the world over during its operation at
three different sites, until it was eventually victimized by a lack of financial support from philanthropists (some of whom felt it inappropriate to
call the Maafa a “holocaust”), and African Americans.
Like a lot of African American institutions, the museum closed its doors
in 2004 because we—Black Milwaukeeans—didn’t understand the museum’s intrinsic value or preferred weaves and weed to wisdom and awakening.
A commitment by the developers of a new housing complex--- appropriately called the Griot complex--- and the city, however, has set the stage
for the museum’s reopening. It will be run by a distinguished board and
Cameron family members.
The final piece of the puzzle was a matching grant of $100,000 from
County Executive Chris Abele earlier this year.
By summer, the new facility—rebuilt on the site of its former home on
4th and North Avenue---will reopen. And within a year or so, may be
joined by the Wisconsin Black Historical Society/Museum, which plans
to relocate to the site where the state DNR building rest a block away.
Those two attractions will provide a cultural connection to the
Bronzeville area and hopefully spur an influx of tourism for those brave
enough to explore various exhibits illuminating the evils of White Supremacy, bigotry and apartheid.
I say brave enough because many millennials have been fed a diet of
misinformation and don’t recognize how they have benefited from White
Supremacy’s step child: White Privilege.
Many Whites are in denial about the true history of this country or want
to hide that sorted past under the sheets (no pun intended) or wish it away.
Fortunately, the museum will be located a half mile north of the YWCA
headquarters, which is home to the city’s most comprehensive racial justice program, known for its classes on the roots of racism and its influence
on American culture.
The program has as its mission the eradication of racism, a process that
must include acknowledgement of its roots and continued application.

Walking in a
different lane
The cause doesn’t belong to any one person. The struggle
cannot be patented.
Poverty can be erased, if only those experiencing it decides
to work towards making a difference.
Love cannot be copywritten, not even through marriage.
Even together we must be allowed to remain individuals.
Knowledge is so important, just as experiences should always be examined and not forgotten.
They need to be used strictly for learning purposes.
Being a leader involves directives, patience and commitment.
Most all drugs recreational or abused help to keep a person
down although they will claim that they are getting high.

By Mikel Kwaku Oshi Holt

(I fully appreciate the Y’s program, and if followed, I figure racism will
be eradicated in America in about…oh…1,123 years, 25 hours after the
arrival of Martians, or the day after the presidential election of a transgender, Mexican/Iraqi Muslim. Whichever comes first).
Obviously, these two educational venues will make Milwaukee unique
among American cities and may even spark a one-sided national discussion about racism and White Supremacy.
But something is missing from this equation. There’s another elephant
in the room (or street corner) that has for far too long been ignored or obscured from public view, hidden away like the KKK uniforms that were
stowed in that attic on Hopkins and Villard…or, Thomas Jefferson’s recently discovered slave sex room, or Donald Trump’s tax returns.
What is needed to complete an afternoon educational journey for
tourists and citizens—Black and white—is a museum that explores the
rationale and benefits of racism and White Supremacy. We can call it a
“Bureau of Bigotry,” or a “Palace of Prejudice.” Maybe a “Museum of
Racism and Riches.”
By whatever title, what we need is a museum that provides the White
Supremacist’s perspective, where curators justify the supposed sins
against God and mankind, slavery and Jim Crow and apartheid.
Maybe segregation and racial separation was a necessary evil to distinguish the good (White) people from the savage, uncivilized and immoral
dark-skinned beings.
In case you didn’t know it, most of the framers of the constitution believed Africans were inferior beings. Even Abe Lincoln believed that, and
said so in speeches not studied classrooms.
Truth of the matter is,most Christian churches supported slavery, since
it is condoned, if not endorsed in the Bible.
The White Supremacist museum could start with the basic premise of
Manifest Destiny, and provide an accepted worldview that Africans are
the inferior, cursed stepchildren of Nyame, and Ham (as if we are the descendants of someone named after a pig).
The new museum would seek to justify the atrocities inflicted on
Africans and African Americans and undermine our vast contributions to
this nation. It would also justify the behavior of entire White families who
“picnicked” at public lynching’s, supported segregation and denied equal
opportunity to people of color because…well…they were people of color!
There could be presentations at the racism museum explaining why tax
dollars should continue to be used to maintain racist monuments around
the country, a point I agree with for the same reasons I support my tax
dollars being forwarded to America’s Black Holocaust Museum.
The racist museum could be located across the street from the Holocaust
museum at the former home of Black Gem products, a grocery chain that
served a segregated Black community when we were legally confined to
a small area on the northside.
What about an exhibit chronicling the racist policies of former Police
Chief Harold Breier, who planted the seeds for racial profiling? You remember
“Breier the Bigot,” don’t you? He’s the one who testified against school
desegregation, saying it would “bus crime across town.”
A racist museum would go a long way toward explaining how 62 million Americans could vote for 45IQ, and support his lunacy including declarations that Mexicans are rapists and drug dealers, all Muslims are
terrorists and Mona Lisa was a man.
Study and examine history along side “His-story” and you’ll begin to
understand why apartheid continues to this day, and why 50 years after
the open housing marches, a Black man still can’t drive through the Southside without fear of being harassed, if not murdered by a slave catcher
(i.e. one of the city’s finest.
It’ll also explain why Congress refuses to vote on an anti-lynching bill
and reparations for the survivors of slavery will be debated during the
presidential elections.
So even though the brother who gave James Cameron the Klan outfit
was surprised to find it in a central city house—previously owned by a
White family—James was not. But it did enhance his belief that the only
way we can build a future is to first study our past.
But Cameron’s museum only provided one side of the debate. I say create a complement, a museum to provide a voice from the other side. After
all, can you truly appreciate Nyame (God) if you didn’t know the alternative was the devil?
Hotep.

URBAN MY
DIALOGUE

By Torre “ToeJoe” Johnson

Every day the world changes, but many of the people remain
the same. That could be the shame.
Milwaukee can’t be as bad as statistics claim it to be because
so many have learned while here, grew up here and went elsewhere to live very, very well.
I woke up the other day and began walking in a different
lane, but in the same direction.
I also know that everything has one or two explanations
Ask me another question -Peace
—Torre M Johnson Sr/ XMEN UNITED LLC
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